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Opening Comments

Welcome
Current Climate
 Historic high cash and forward prices
 Historically high volatility
 Margins and credit concerns growing

 Cash flow considerations

I Have a View – How Do I Express This in the Market?
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Agenda

Introductions
Zach Hollick – Listed Derivative Specialist
Cameron Maloney – OTC Derivative Specialist

Format
Scenarios = Solutions, both listed and OTC

House Keeping
Questions and follow up
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Listed Solutions

Scenario

Market Participant needs to
finance a bullish position in a
cost prohibitive elevated
volatility environment

Example Listed Hedge
 This strategy involves the purchase a long term In The Money or At The
Money Call paired with the sale of a near term higher Call strike. This
strategy is useful for a longer term bullish views coupled with uncertain or
mildly bullish short term views.
 If the longer term Call purchased is far out enough, multiple near term
options may be sold every expiration as/ if they expire worthless further
helping to finance the longer term Call
 If the timing is off and the market moves higher before the projected time
horizon the structure still behaves like a bull call vertical spread.

This strategy may be more
suitable for “Grinding” or slow
moving markets used to take
action on a specified bullish
price target
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 This is best utilized when the trader expects the underlying to move higher
to a certain level but is unsure of how forceful this move will be.
 The net effect of this trade is to create a range of prices within which the
trade will experience a profit over time.
 The Out of The Money Butterfly is constructed by buying one call, selling
two calls at a higher strike price and buying one more call option at a higher
strike price.

Diagonal Bull Call Spread

Scenario

Market Participant
needs to finance a
bullish position in
a cost prohibitive
elevated volatility
environment.

Diagonal Bull Spread
 This strategy involves the
purchase a long term In The
Money or At The Money Call
paired with the sale of a near
term higher Call strike. This
strategy is useful for a longer
term bullish views coupled with
uncertain or mildly bullish short
term views.
 If the longer term Call
purchased is far out enough,
multiple near term options may
be sold every expiration as/ if
they expire worthless further
helping to finance the longer
term Call
 If the timing is off and the
market moves higher before the
projected time horizon the
structure still behaves like a bull
call vertical spread.
Source: www.riskinstitute.ch
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Directional Butterfly / Condor

Scenario

Directional Butterfly
 The net effect of this trade is to
create a range of prices within
which the trade will experience
a profit over time.

This strategy may
be more suitable
for “Grinding” or
slow moving
markets used to
take action on a
specified bullish
price target

 The Out of The Money Butterfly
is constructed by buying one
call, selling two calls at a higher
strike price and buying one
more call option at a higher
strike price.

 The futures must move in the
anticipated direction in order for
the trade to ultimately show a
profit.
 This is best utilized when the
trader expects the underlying to
move higher to a certain level
but is unsure of how forceful
this move will be.

Source: www.riskinstitute.ch
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Over-the-Counter Solutions

Scenario
Roaster needs to
build long coverage,
but wants to protect
itself from a pullback
in futures prices

Example OTC Hedge
Enhanced Average – Provides hedgers with a cap on its purchase price while allowing
for participation in downside market moves
 The structure provides for daily commodity purchases according to the following terms:
 A Maximum Price is established at the time of execution;
 Everyday, roaster’s purchase price will be the lesser of the Maximum Price and the Market Settle
 The structure will create an enhanced average of all purchases

Re-Pricing Swap – Provides hedgers with structure that participates aggressively in
downward markets

Roaster would like to
build some length but
thinks the market will
behave in a bearish
or sideways manner

 The structure provides for daily commodity purchases according to the following terms:
 Swap Price at current market
 A Lower Re-Price below the current market price is established at the time of execution
 An Upper Re-Price above the current market
 Everyday, roaster’s purchase will be determined one of two ways: one, if the market settles above
the Swap, roaster prices at the Swap; two, if the market settles at or below the Swap, client prices at
the lesser of the Lower Re-Price or Market Settle
 At expiration, if the market settles above the Upper Re-Price, all longs are priced upwards by the
difference between Market Settle and Upper Re-Price
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Enhanced Average

Enhanced Average
 The enhanced average provides
hedgers with a cap on its
purchase price while allowing
for participation in downside
market moves

Roaster needs
to build long
coverage, but
wants to protect
itself from a
pullback in
futures prices

 The structure provides for daily
commodity purchases according
to the following terms:

Market

Scenario

Market
Maximum Price
Enhanced Average

Term

 A Maximum Price is established
at the time of execution;

 Everyday, roaster’s purchase
price will be the lesser of the
Maximum Price and the Market
Settle

 The structure will create an
enhanced average of all
purchases

Considerations
 Structure requires less investment than a comparable
strike ETO
 Requires only an upfront hedge decision, allowing the
Enhanced Average to unfold passively
 Flexible pricing – features such as a Minimum Price
can be added to lessen premium cost
 Prices consistently over the chosen term
 Different pricing periods result in different costs
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Re-Pricing Swap

Re-Pricing Swap
Provides hedgers with structure that
participates aggressively in downward
markets
 The structure provides for daily
commodity purchases according to the
following terms:

Roaster would
like to build some
length but thinks
the market will
behave in a
bearish or
sideways manner

Re-Price

Market

 Swap Price at current market

Swap
Upper Re-Price

 A Lower Re-Price below the current
market price is established at the time
of execution
 An Upper Re-Price above the current
market
 Everyday, roaster’s purchase will be
determined one of two ways: one, if the
market settles above the Swap, roaster
prices at the Swap; two, if the market
settles at or below the Swap, client
prices at the lesser of the Lower RePrice or Market Settle
 At expiration, if the market settles above
the Upper Re-Price, all longs are priced
upwards by the difference between
Market Settle and Upper Re-Price
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Market

Scenario

Daily Purchase

Term

Considerations
 Structure does not place a hard cap on upside risk
– is more of an opportunistic trade
 Requires only an upfront hedge decision, allowing
for management of further upside risk
 Flexible pricing – features such as a Additional
Quantity can be added to enhance levels
 Prices consistently over the chosen term
 Different pricing periods result in different costs

Macquarie “Client Solutions” Platform
Macquarie – Fully Integrated Commodity Platform

Listed Platform
 CFTC regulated FCM – Clearing and Execution Services
 Margin Financing Facilities

OTC Platform
 Client Solutions – Customized Structures
 Risk Management Partnership

Financing Platform
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Export and Import Finance
Inventory and Margin Financing
Commodity Re-purchase Agreements
Participation at all Levels of the Capital Structure

Closing Comments

Feedback and Questions

What does the future hold?

Close Session
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Appropriate Disclaimers and Disclosures
This information has been prepared on a strictly confidential basis by Macquarie Group Limited ABN 94 122 169 279 (“Macquarie”) and may neither
be reproduced in whole nor in part, nor may any of its contents be divulged to any third party without the prior written consent of Macquarie. This
information is not intended to create legal relations and is not binding on Macquarie under any circumstances whatsoever. This information has been
prepared in good faith and is based on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable, however Macquarie does not make any
representation or warranty that it is accurate, complete or up to date. The information may be based on certain assumptions or market conditions,
and if those assumptions or market conditions change, the information may change. No independent verification of the information has been made.
Any quotes given are indicative only. No part of this information is to be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any product, or to engage in, or
refrain from engaging in, any transaction. To the extent permitted by law, neither Macquarie nor its related bodies corporate (the “Macquarie Group”)
nor any of its associates, directors, officers or employees, or any other person, makes any promise, guarantee, representation or warranty (express
or implied) to any person as to the accuracy or completeness of this information, or of any other information, materials or opinions, whether written or
oral, that have been, or may be, prepared or furnished by Macquarie Group, including, without limitation, economic and financial projections and risk
evaluation. No responsibility or liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) is accepted by any person for any errors, misstatements or omissions
in this information or any other information or materials. Without prejudice to the foregoing, neither the Macquarie Group, nor any of its associates,
directors, officers, employees nor any other person shall be liable for any loss or damage (whether direct, indirect or consequential) suffered by any
person as a result of relying on any statement in or omission from this information. Nothing in this information should be construed as legal, financial,
accounting, tax or other advice. The Macquarie Group or its associates, directors, officers or employees may have interests in the financial products
referred to in this information by acting in various roles including as provider of corporate finance, underwriter or dealer, holder of principal positions,
broker, lender or adviser and may receive fees, brokerage or commissions for acting in those capacities. In addition, the Macquarie Group and its
associates, directors, officers or employees may buy or sell the financial products as principal or agent and as such may effect transactions which
are not consistent with any recommendations in this information. Other than Macquarie Bank Limited ABN 46 008 583 542, any Macquarie entity
noted in this document is not an authorised deposit-taking institution for the purposes of the Australian Banking Act 1959 (Commonwealth). That
entity’s obligations do not represent deposits or other liabilities of Macquarie. Macquarie does not guarantee or otherwise provide assurance in
respect of the obligations of that entity, unless noted otherwise. Macquarie Bank Limited maintains Representative Offices in California, Illinios, New
York, Texas and Washington, but not authorised to conduct business in the US. With respect to matters pertaining to US securities laws, and to the
extent required by such laws, Macquarie its worldwide subsidiaries consult with, and act through, Macquarie Capital (USA) Inc., a registered brokerdealer and member of FINRA, or another US broker-dealer. With respect to matters pertaining to US futures laws, and to the extent required by such
laws, Macquarie its worldwide subsidiaries consult with, and act through Macquarie Futures USA Inc. a US registered futures commission merchant
and member of the National Futures Association. © Macquarie Group 2011
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